4315 Gauss Elimination
Li Zhixiang have already been in “Friendship” ocean-going freighter for three months. The excitement
has gradually disappeared. He stands on the board, holding the railing and watching the dazzling
ocean in the sun silently. Day after day, the same scenery is monotonous and tasteless, even the merry
seagulls following the freighter cannot arouse his interest. Hearing the footsteps behind, he turns back
to see the old captain is coming towards him. The captain has understood his idea, however, he starts
a new topic with the young man.
“Do you know how far our voyage is?” The captain asks. Li Zhixiang feels ashamed because he can
not answer. Then the captain says with a smile, “5050 miles. Do you still remember the story of 5050?”
This time the young man really blushes. The old captain continues saying: “You definitely know the
story of 5050. When the German mathematician, “the prince of mathematicians”, Gauss was 10 years
old . . . ” Young man remembers this story and goes on to tell, “When Gauss was 10 years old, he could
add a list of integers from 1 to 100 in a few seconds, which shocked the teachers.” The old captain adds,
“Gauss has many other stories like this. When he entered the university at the age of 17, he was able to
construct heptadecagon by compass and straightedge. His university teachers were also impressed by
his ability. Not only could college graduate students fail to do it, but also they felt hard to understand
Gauss’s constructing process.”
At this time, vice-captain greets the old captain. The old captain says to Li Zhixiang: “Come over
to my office tonight, let’s continue the conversation.” It is still calm and tranquil in the evening. The
freighter travels smoothly on the sea in the silver moonlight. The captain tells the young man the
following words.
“Among the mathematicians through the ages, there are three greatest mathematicians:
Archimedes, Newton and Gauss. Most of Gauss’s mathematical achievements are difficult to understand. Nevertheless, there are some comparatively easy. For instance, when it comes to solving
multivariate system of linear equations, there is a solution called “Gauss Elimination”. In the navigation business, many problems can be solved by “Gauss elimination”. If you are interested in it, I will
show you a simple question. Try it.”

Input
There are several test cases. In the first line of each case, a number n indicates that there are n
equations. The following n lines, each line has n + 1 numbers, ai1 , ai2 , ai3 . . . ain , bi (1 ≤ i ≤ n), these
numbers indicate the coefficients of systems of the equations. ai1 ∗ x1 + ai2 ∗ x2 + . . . ain ∗ xn = bi .
Input is terminated by the end of file.

Output
For each given systems of equations, if there are solutions, output n solutions in the order of appearance
in the equations (n ≤ 100), each solution number is in one line. If solution is not integer, show it in
fraction. If no solution, output ‘No solution.’
Leave a blank line after each case.

Sample Input
2
1000000000000000000000000 1000000000000000000000000 1000000000000000000000000
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-1000000000000000000000000 1000000000000000000000000 0
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Sample Output
1/2
1/2
No solution.
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